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By Elliott Erwitt, New York City, USA' circa 1950
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Since I arrived earlier than the scheduled hour for my interview with
the Leica camera collector Douglas So, I went for a stroll in F1 1's

Museum Leica Photo Exhibition. There, I saw some young people
studying the exhibits with great attention and tak¡ng snapshots
with their phones. This made me think of John Berger's famous
line, "seeing comes before words", in his book Ways of Seeing' lt
seems that our way of seeing the world evolves and renovates along

with technology: from Paleolithic cave paintings to the discovery
of pigment, followed by the invention of writing tools and the more
recent ¡nvention of image recording devices.

"That's why we need atl three of them - cameras, photographs and

books - when we talk about making a photography collection. And

of course, a laborious research is essential for us to fully unfold
the panorama of the art of photography," says So who adheres to
promote culture and humanity through photography. Not only does
he put effort in building a good collection of cameras, he also shows
concern for promoting the culture and aesthetics of photography'
ln the coming September, 122fofo space, another gallery of So
is planning to organise an exhibition for the renowned American
photographer Elliott Erwitt at Fìne Art Asia. "The uìtimate goal of
collecting ¡s to promote photography," explains So.

What you know is what You collect

lf a photographer is to develop a photographer's eye, So believes

that a collector then needs to be equipped with a collector's eye.

"lndeed, there are lots of collectors of Leica cameras and other
studio equipment, and some even delve deeply into it. However,
not many people keep a good collection of photobooks and

photographs. Perhaps, there's something to do with the local ¿

education, which focuses more on utility than aesthetics. And
even the local photography magazines tend to highlight the pr

function and technicality of a camera rather than to appreciat(
photography from an aesthetic point of view. Also, there are nr

many local publications on photography, neither photobooks 1

overseas are available. Furthermore, due to the lack of space i

Hong Kong, people don't have many places for photo collecti(
social gatherings for sharing and exchanging knowledge. We t

only look forward to seeing each other from time to time in cit
exhibitions. These l¡mitations restrìct the spread of informatìo
hence the public's understanding of photography."

So had been a big fan of photography before he acquired his l

Leica in '1997. He has always enjoyed travelling around differe
corners of the world, so as to document various ways of living

understands the key of photography is to make the camera p¿

oneself - other than collecting the best equìpment, one also r

to be knowìedgeable. "Knowledge influences the way we see l

lf you don't understand something thoroughly, you wiìl be blìnt

whatever precious in front of you."

He takes an example fro m Btack Paint Leica, the most recent
publication which sheds light on Leica cameras "Many peopk

puzzled by the few red spots on the Leica M6's Summicron blr

lens owned by Henri Cartier-Bresson. For those who have car

out extensive research, they wìll be able to recognise those sl

as marks for Cartier-Bresson to focus swiftly, since his eyesig

deteriorated ìn his later years. The knowledge of the context
therefore helps us better understand Cartier-Bresson's idea c

'capturing the moment', hìs use of equipment and his exquisit

 V Leica black paint l\13 camera forrnerly owned and used by Elliott Erwitt, renowned American l,4agnum photographer

Note the OLLUX ens hood w th special cut-out to facilitate viewing without barrler
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Leica bLack paint N.43 camera formery owned and used by Elliott Erwitt, renowned American ¡/agnui n photographer

Note the OLLUX lens hood with sPecial cut-out to fac tate viewing without barler'
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Since I arrived earlier than the scheduled hour for my interview with
the Leica camera collector Douglas So, I went for a stroll in F11's
Museum Leica Photo Exhibition. There, I saw some young people
studying the exh¡bits w¡th great attention and taking snapshots
with their phones. This made me think of John Berger's famous
line, "seeing comes before words", in his book Ways of Seeing.lI
seems that our way of seeing the world evolves and renovates along
with technology: from Paleolithic cave pa¡ntings to the discovery
of pigment, followed by the invention of writing tools and the more
recent invention of image recording devices.

"ïhat's why we need all three of them - cameras, photographs and
books - when we talk about making a photography collection. And
of course, a laborious research is essential for us to fully unfold
the panorama of the art of photography," says So who adheres to
promote culture and humanity through photography. Not only does
he put effort in building a good collection of cameras, he also shows
concern for promoting the culture and aesthetics of photography.
ln the coming September, '122 foto space, another gallery of So
is planning to organise an exhibition for the renowned American
photographer Elliott Erwitt at Fine Art Asia. "The ultimate goal of
collecting ¡s to promote photography," explains So.

What you know is what you collect
lf a photographer ¡s to develop a photographer's eye, So believes
that a collector then needs to be equipped with a collector's eye.
"lndeed, there are lots of collectors of Leica cameras and other
studio equipment, and some even delve deeply into it. However,
not many people keep a good collection of photobooks and

photographs. Perhaps, there's something to do with the local art
educat¡on, which focuses more on utility than aesthetics. And
even the local photography magazines tend to highlight the pr¡ce,
function and technicality of a camera rather than to appreciate
photography from an aesthetic point of view. Also, there are not
many local publications on photography, neither photobooks from
overseas are available. Furthermore, due to the lack of space in
Hong Kong, people don't have many places for photo collections nor
social gatherings for sharing and exchanging knowledge. We can
only look forward to seeing each other from t¡me to time in city-wide
exhibitions. These limitations restrict the spread of information, and
hence the public's understanding of photography."

So had been a big fan of photography before he acquired his first
Leica in 1997. He has always enjoyed travelling around different
corners of the world, so as to document various ways of living. He
understands the key of photography is to make the camera part of
oneself - other than collecting the best equipment, one also needs
to be knowledgeable. "Knowledge influences the way we see things.
lf you don't understand something thoroughly, you will be blind to
whatever precious in front of you."

He takes an example from Black Paint Le¡ca,lhe most recent
publication which sheds light on Leica cameras. "Many people are
puzzled by the few red spots on the Leica M6's Summicron black
lens owned by Henri Cartier-Bresson. For those who have carried
out extensive research, they will be able to recogn¡se those spots
as marks for Cart¡er-Bresson to focus swiftly, since his eyesight
deteriorated ¡n h¡s later years. The knowledge of the context
therefore helps us better understand Cartier-Bresson's idea of
'capturing the moment', his use of equipment and his exquisiteness."
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By Elliott Erwitt, Wilmìngton, North Carc
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By Elliott Erwitt, New York
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By Elliott Erwitt, Valencia, Spain, 1 952
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By Elliott Erwitt, Valencia, Spain, 1 952
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By Elliott Erw¡tt, Wilmington, North Carolina, USA, 1950
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By Elliott Erwitt, New York City, USA, 1953
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Appreciating the classics as a starting point

ln order to promote the art of photography, So has been running
F'l 1 and 'Í22in recenlyears. This year, he also plans to exhibit
his collection at Fine Art Asia in the name of f22. "Since 1 950s,
the Museum of Modern Art has incorporated photography into
its collections and held various themed exhibitions dedicated
to photography. ln Europe, art galleries and individual collectors
also began to collect classic photos. Despite Asia's late start on
photography collection and research, it's always better to be late
than never. Therefore, by holding exhibitions and seminars at Fine Art
Asia, I wish to do my part: to connect photographers and scholars
with general public, so as to share stories through images," says So.

So believes that learning from the classics is a starting point for
people to understand the art of photography. While every year, Fine

Art Asia attracts a diversity of visitors, So decides to set the title of
his exhibition as 'Elliott Erwitt - Platinum Prints'. With nineteen rarely
exhibited platinum prints of Elliott Erwitt, this exhibition showcases
the works of the legendary street photographer in 20th century on
'women','dogs' and'good humour'.

Now in his nineties, Erwitt has photographed for more than 60 years

with his black-and-white humorous documentary style. With the
camera, he has witnessed countless historical moments: the Kitchen
Debate in Moscow between the former US President Richard Nixon
and the former Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev in 1959, the American
civil rights movement in the 1960s, and the making of The Misfits'
which is the last film starring both Marilyn Monroe and Clark Gable.

Erwitt joined Magnum Photos in 1954. Not only did he cover major
events, he was also concerned about common people's life, among
which women, children and dogs were his favourite subjects. By

interpreting Erwitt's thoughtful and profound images, we witness
the changes of times and the beauty of photography. As early as in
2014,F11 started to introduce Elliot Erwitt to Hong Kong public with
Best in Show, his first solo exhibition here.

"Through organising an exhibition of Elliott Erwitt once again at
Fine Art Asia, I hope to pay tribute to this legendary photographer.
I have made a tr¡p to the US to have a meeting with him earlier.
We have agreed on showcasing his full series of black-and-white
hand-made platinum prints." While monochrome photographs are
usually salt printed and contemporary colour photos with pigments,
platinum printing is considered as an'aristocratic'method - it uses
plat¡num, the precious metalfor printing, which requires special film
development chemicals and photo papers. "For platinum printing,
there are no two identical prints. The image quality is fascinating,
with densely rich shadows and exquisitely fine highlights. The overall
tone is even and sublime. ln addition, the photos will be preserved
for thousands of years almost w¡thout fading, making it a valuable
collectible," explains So.

A collector's goal: helping in the complet¡on of
a worthy collection

While these nineteen photo prints are on display, they are also ready
for sale. I wonder whether So will feel reluctant to let go what he has
fought for. "To be a collector, I often reflect upon the importance of
owning an item. lt is until an occasion at which I recognised a friend
of mine was looking for one lost model to finish his Leica collection.
I happened to have that model, so I decided to help him realise his
dream. lf I kept the camera, then there would be two incomplete
collections in the world. I would rather be generous and pass on the
camera so as to help in the completion of a worthy collection. After
all, the significance of collecting does not lie in buying, selling, or
owning precious items. The true enjoyment in the collecting process
is to make sure good collectors unite with good collections. This
gives me a sense of completion." @

By Elliott Erwitt, portraying American actress N/larilyn l\,4onroe, New York, USA, 1956
i¿B&{+ . EtáÈ++ßfr , fi4è+EËErEÆiÉ . FE ' 1e56+tñn+Etfiá!

By Elliott Erwitt, The Palace of Versailles, Yvel¡nes department, France,1975
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Appreciating the classics as a starting point

In order to promote the art of photography, So has been running
F1 1 and f22 in recenlyears. ïhis year, he also plans to exhibit
his collection at Fine Art Asia in the name of f22. "Since 1 950s,
the Museum of Modern Art has incorporated photography into
its collections and held various themed exhibitions dedicated
to photography. ln Europe, art galleries and individual collectors
also began to collect classic photos. Desplte Asia's late start on
photography collection and research, it's always better to be late
than never. Therefore, by holding exhibitions and seminars at Fine Art
Asia, I wish to do my part: to connect photographers and scholars
with general public, so as to share stories through images," says So.

So believes that learning from the classics is a starting point for
people to understand the art of photography. While every year, Fine
Art Asia attracts a diversity of visitors, So decides to set the title of
his exhibition as 'Elliott Erwitt - Platinum Prints'. With nineteen rarely
exhibited platinum prints of Elliott Erwitt, this exhibition showcases
the works of the legendary street photographer in 20th century on
'women','dogs' and'good humour'.

Now in his nineties, Erwitt has photographed for more than 60 years
with his black-and-white humorous documentary style. With the
camera, he has witnessed countless historical moments: the Kitchen
Debate in Moscow between the former US President Richard Nixon
and the former Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev in 1959, the American
civil rights movement in the 1960s, and the making of The Misfits,
which is the last film starring both Marilyn Monroe and Clark Gable.

Erwitt joined Magnum Photos in 1954. Not only did he cover major
events, he was also concerned about common people's life, among
which women, children and dogs were his favourite subjects. By
interpreting Erwitt's thoughtful and profound images, we witness
the changes of times and the beauty of photography. As early as in
2O14,F11 started to introduce Elliot Erwittto Hong Kong public with
Best in Show, his first solo exhibition here.

"Through organising an exhibition of Elliott Erwitt once again at
Fine Art Asia, I hope to pay tribute to this legendary photographer.
I have made a trip to the US to have a meeting with him earlier.
We have agreed on showcasing his full series of black-and-white
hand-made platinum prints." While monochrome photographs are
usually salt printed and contemporary colour photos with pigments,
platinum printing is considered as an 'aristocratic' method - it uses
p¡atinum, the precious metal for printing, which requires specialfilm
development chemicals and photo papers. "For platinum printing,
there are no two identical prints. The image quality is fascinating,
with densely rich shadows and exquisitely fine highlights. The overall
tone is even and sublime. ln addition, the photos will be preserved
for thousands of years almost without fading, making it a valuable
collectible," explains So.

A collector's goal: helping in the complet¡on of
a worthy collection

While these nineteen photo prints are on display, they are also ready
for sale. I wonder whether So will feel reluctant to let go what he has
fought for. "To be a collector, I often reflect upon the importance of
owning an item. lt is until an occasion at which I recognised a friend
of mine was looking for one lost model to finish his Leica collection.
I happened to have that model, so I decided to help him realise his
dream. lf I kept the camera, then there would be two incomplete
collections in the world. I would rather be generous and pass on the
camera so as to help in the completion of a worthy collection. After
all, the significance of collecting does not lie in buying, selling, or
owning precious items, The true enjoyment in the collecting process
¡s to make sure good collectors unite with good collections. This
gives me a sense of completion." @

/ Elliott Erwitt, portraying American actress lvlarì yn [/onroe, New York, USA, 1 956
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ly Elliott Erwitt, The Palace of Versailles, Yvelines department, France,1975
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Douglas So, spoke at a panel dlscussjon in Fine Art As a 20T 7
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